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Q Let me begin today by saying that I would like to

discuss with you some of your later work on Japanese ~e

encephalitis vaccine. And to begin, I would like to begin

by getting your reminiscences of a Russian who had something

to do with the vaccine and who you met in 1944 in this
~okJSc..v

country. And his name was ~~. I don't know his

A His first name is--I have a block--it's~-because I

always call him by his first name and forget it.

A

Q Alright.

A But that's not the point. I think perhaps the first

thought that comes to my mind on this is the concern of the
\,\.)W

people who ~ responsible for the health of the armed forces

personnel had about the potentialities of a disease like

Japanese encephalitis for which there was good reason to

believe that no American had any immunity at all. We had

knowledge of its occurrence and occasional epidemics in

Japan. And of course the intention some right after Pearl

Harbor was that Americans would land in Japan. That was the

determination and therefore all steps had to be taken to

evaluate the potential magnitude of the problem, which could

be very big or it could be nothing and to do everything

possible to be prepared and in some way to provide protection.
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Now, in 1944, I think it was in April or May, the

Rockefeller Foundation brought over to the united States
~.~ ..RJuJ~\

Professor SmGfadensif-
~<.rf{·1 ,J

~oii~ Alexand~ich (?)

two Soviet virologists one of them was

now I remember his name--it's Spanish:

S~~ .•..
and the other one was se~. They met with many different

people. Their main concern was the problem of typhus. But

naturally, they brought with them previous experiences which

were considered to be of potential interest and importance to

the American armed forces. We knew that there was a trade

war between the Soviets and the Japanese in the Far East,

possibly some experience and therefore, I questioned very
~f)-~~

carefully Professor Smoradensif presuming he was involved in
~:s.this work--what was the U.S.S.R. experience with Japanese ~

told me a fantastic tale.

encephaliti~ in Manchuria, in an area where we didn't know

that it might exist, whether it existed or not. What was their

experience if any. And what could we learn from it? Well, he

The tale was that the armed forces of the U.S.S.R. had
f5

their first experience with Japanese ~ encephalitis as a

disease of milinary importance in the region of Manchuria

during what they call the "border incidents" with the Japanese

forces in 1938. He furthermore said, and I want to say he

said--emphasize that. That loss in manpower among U.S.S.R.

troops due to Japanese encephalitis was greater than that

resulting from casualties in that particular engagement. He

l
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WM
said that the mortality ~ approximately 70% among those who

develop the disease. Of course, when I think of that statement

now, maybe there was a mortality, but just how many casualties

did they have, we don't know, because when he says that the

that resulting from casualties, we don't know how many

casualties they had in that engagement. But this was the best

we could get out. At any rate, it was frightening. He also
v-tw

said that disease ~ believed to be present in the counnries

Well all that, of course, was a preliminary information

bordering on the Sea of Japan, and in China, troops operating
~along the coast of China ~ be exposed to Japanese encephalitis,

troops of the Soviet Union"now stationed in areas where

epidemics of Japanese ~ encephalitis may be expected received
from

a vaccine that they had prepared ow infected mouse brains.

that we were receiving from all sources and, when I think back

on this now, and subsequent experiences with Professor.
~c>k.A.J'~

~eradens~~, who is a very nice guy--we had many good times

together--but I am sorry to say he has been found over the

years from 1944 when this interview took place to July, 1975

when I just was with him againnin Leningrad, to be the most

untrustworthy--I am sorry to say that about any colleague--

this has been the experience of many--the most untrustworthy

person of any that we have in common. And moreover, as a

manifestation by way of his total untrustworthiness, which

I think can be confirmed not only by Army-Soviet scientists,

--- ---------------------------------------'
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but also by many of his colleagues in the Soviet Union, is

exemplified by the fact that he reported in an interview with
~another person working with us, Dr. ~, about the problem

of all insect-transmitted diseases, that they had isolated

there a strain of Japanese ~ encephalitis virus that was

closely related to the other virus which soviet virologists

had especially isolated--I think it was in 1937. Now you

know the Russian tick borMl (borne) encephalitis which is really

very serious virus because it causes serious encephalitis.
f~

Well, it subsequently turned out that Dr. ~ found that
~~~

what Dr. 8IltOTadonsi£ brought him was a strain of virus represented
15to be Japanese ~ encephalitis actually turned out to be

Russian tick borne encephalitis. And I would say that this

experience has gone on through the decades with Professor
~~~~

~orade~6if in other things. And I will not now take time to

relate it. There were many things that happened during our

subsequent collaboration on polio vaccination--and some of the

things that he had done to me, too. So many problems and so

on. But at any rate, this merely emphasizes why, in our

ignorance, one had to be prepared to deal with something that

could be, could be, might be a very serious problem for the
CU>

American forces ~they moved into the Pacific area, and in

Japan and China and so on, where this virus would be prevalent,

and tha t is why I started Ha r da ry (? ) ~,.f~

to work on finding the best way to·produce a vaccine against

Japanese encephalitis that could produce an immune response
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rapidly, because the visualization was that we might have to

vaccinate troops in the face of an epidemic, and there is no

months to get an effect. It was necessary to develop a kind

point in just stretching out something that might take three

of dosage or vaccine and an inactivation of the virus that

could within a week provide significant protection. And it

was necessary to do a lot of fundamental work involved the

assay for potency. So that you would be able to say this

problems of inactivation of the vaccine under retention of
...p..r~
Dpe~a and storage and response and also some form of

A Let me perhaps see.
12-tA~~ Ill-

I want to put it in progress.

one, as it is going to be manufactured in a million doses or

two million doses, is acceptable, and this one is not. So

that, in addition to the many other jobs that I had undertaken,

and part assigned, because there was a division of labor at

the time--this was one that consumed a good deal of my time
pc.s,r

from the earliest perd.od wtri-ch was @;f g~e Pearl Harbor,

to actually the end of the War, and after the end of the War,

the vaccination in Japan on the field--

Q I don't want you to run ahead. Let me say that, ln

'42 and in '43 you had already developed a mouse brain vaccine

against certain other types of encephalltis: St. Louis

encephalitis and Western equine encephalitis.

The first job in my laboratory in Cincinnati, and Dr. Robert

Ward was associated with me in this, was to study the response
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to Western equine encephali"tis because it was believed that

recruits in training in certain northwestern parts of the

United States where epidemics had occurred only recently in

Western equine, might be in danger of being infected with the

Western equine encephalitis. Particularly people coming from
"\1J\

areas where this virus was present~ in that s~ate.

So that was the first one we studied. There was

already a vaccine--a very crude one prepared from chick

embryos--it even had feathers on it it was so crude--to

protect horses. But then, we studied concurrently the problem

of St. Louis encephalitis and Japanese ~ encephalitis which,

although biologically are similar, they are in many respects,

of course, antigenically different. But the major effort then
~S IAA!"D wA 'B

was f@p them ~ develop something on Japanese be€ encephalitis

vaccine.

After we had reached the point where we had learned

how to get the highest concentration of virus, where we had

to learned the best method and temperature of inactivation,
khow much form (7) to use--not to overdo,

not to underdo, and how to preserve, and all sorts of things

we finally did some tests in student volunteers at the time.

And the point was--I don't know how far you want me to go on

this--

Q Well, go ahead. You go.

A The point was that ultimately and I think it was

started in 1944 at each state where with the war as it was

-------------------------------------........,j
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progressing, it was necessary for the office:of~n

general to reach some sort of decision--what do we do.

Nothing. Then, let's make a decision and have reasons on

record why nothing. Something--what? And actually, as I

have some records f~wjng me~~~those in August, 1944,

there was an important meeting in which it was apparently

necessary to reach a stage ~ decision. So, let me point

out what some of the problems were.

a proper concentration of virus--it would have to be

inactivated--other than mouse brain. Because all others

did not multiply enough.

Q Before you run ahead, I would like to jog your memory

up, and in this direction. At the same time you began

working on mouse brain vaccine, one of your former assistants,

Joel Warren, began to fool around with making a Japanese ~

encephalitis vaccine in eggs, and as a matter of fact, you had

helped him. And you had even brought him to Princeton.

A There is one point I want to set here. Not at the

same time. Joel Warren was working on other things with me

in the laboratory when we were doing this work. And he was

grasping (drafted?) and went to the Army medical school. When

he was in the Army medical school, late '44, 145, after the

mouse brain vaccine was already being produced for Army use,

and because there was always a concern--that is where you

interrupted me--I wanted to point out why there was a concern
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and because we had already tried eggs and we found that we couldn't

get a proper titer on it. Nor could he as a matter of fact--

in years later. But after the war was already over, the thing

continued, and I would like to come to that later. The thing

continued because it became evident that American forces would

be stationed in Japan for a long time, on Okinawa, and that it

would be necessary to continue vaccinating them. So this is

much later. It doesn1t come in at the same time, and eggs

were out from the very beginning because everything was tested

because it multiplied too little in eggs to give any kind of

vaccine that would be of use.
Can't you see where it could be--the potency could be

increased. Well, that goes on. But it was not a vaccine.

When you try to increase potency, that is not a vaccine. And

it was not concurrent. That's the main point. It was not

concurrent.

Q Alright.
A So the point that I was developing was why look for

something else. What is the problem. There was of course

the experience of using brain vaccines with rabies. And it

was known that, particularly with the large amounts of brain

tissue that was being used in rabies vaccination that sometimes

one out of ten thousand; one out of fifty thousand might

develop a post-vaccinal encephalopathy. And that had always

been a concern about not using brain vaccine if you could

possibly escape it. But this was a question of no alternative.
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So the work went along until finally larger amounts of vaccine

were produced. It came up. And a decision was made to
<A,

proceed, ?nd to give out a contract to manufacturer and to
- ~l.t.-\1Yi

go over to & control bureau and that I should seek to help

to produce a million doses of vaccine according to procedures

that I had developed for production for assay. Because during

the early processes we found that we couldn't even get rid of

the brain tissue itself. We couldn't even clarify it by

centrifugation without losing enough potency. We would still

have the same titer of virus there, as far as we could measure

it in--I forget the titration of mice at the time--but you

couldn't centrifuge. You had to use the whole. Look. If I

were to talk about every detail, it would take me the rest of

the day. So I want to hit the high spots.

The high spots are that during a preliminary phase of

work, when vaccine was tested on about a thousand volunteers,

it was given not by a procedure--I think I was away at the time--
~~80meo-fleelse in the field--not by a procedure that I worked out

It would have to be given in the field in the winter, during

the face of an epidemic. That is one dose, followed three

days later by another dose. But instead, it was given one

week apart. And one person out of the thousand developed
C\,

this. -!±!fie reaction was compatible. Whether it was concurrent

or what, but it was compatible. So this had to be taken very

much into consideration. And one of the main points was

whether everything was considered and as the record shows,

----- --- ---------------
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~~
there were many meetings in a oerta~ general's office.

Everybody was involved in this. It was apparent that there

would be--if you give it--if you give two doses. And this

would be the procedure--three days apart. The potential

sensitization that may occur in one in fifty thousand or

one to a hundred thousand or less because the amount given

was much smaller than in rabies--would be greatly diminished

because there would be no time for sensiti~ation in three

days as there would be none (?).

The main point is that in view of that, the potential

danger was great, considerably great, that there was no other

way of making vaccine except by using young mice in which you
tzgot very high titers and wfto produce it by the procedure that

had been worked out. The decision was to go ahead with it.

And it was for this reason that subsequently at the same time

it was considered advisable to see whether some way could not

be found to prepare vaccine from non-brain material. Now,

during the period of 1944 I was doing my work at the Princeton

Division of the Rockefeller Institute.

Dr. Stanley at that time was working on problems given

to him by the office for scientific research and development

Edward Sardi. And he had made--wel1 it was a contribution--

but subsequently it has been improved by a better centrifuge.

It was very important. By using the Sharpless centrifuge--
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Q What is the Sharpless centrifuge?

A The Sharpless centrifuge is it basically consists of

a bowl that rotates with rotation at a very high speed in which

the virus particles, if they are small enough. If they are

big enough, like small pox and influenza were shown to be big

enough, are thrown against the sides of the bowl, you see.
And the fluid runs out. So that you pour the stuff in at one

end. It runs at a very high speed. The sedimentation occurs

on the sides of that big metal bowl, and the ~fluent
comes out. So it is a continuous thing.

Now, it had certain great dangers because there was

an unavoidable spray. You had to be very careful when working

with material that was potentially--it could be potentially

infectious. However, with inactivated material, and great care

that was not a problem. But the point that that brings was,

would it be'pgssible--let's say from chick embryo material--

because the influenza vaccine that Dr. Stan~ey worked on was

mainly from chicken embryo material. But it was made not from
tl-~a..<J(JV~

the whole chick embryo but from the a.-Hillil! i !loW fluid. Would

it be possible to concentrate the material--Japanese B~

virus--in the same way. Well, this required studies on the

size. We didn't nnow. We had to do that. Dr. Duffy, a former

associate of mine, came to join me at Princeton to work with

me on Japanese encephalytis at the time because while a

commercial company was given the job of producing it en masse,

it was still--we were the controllers. We had to be the modelers
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(monitors?) and we had to do all sorts of things. Well, we

determined the size of obviously Japanese encephalitis is a

very much smaller virus than influenza--and it was then, you

see, that the liaison with Dr. Warren. By that time it was

Lieutenant Warren, in the Army medical school led to certain

attempts to see if you could concentrate it. This was con-

currently while we were already making the stuff. Because

you didn't know when you would end up in the Pacific and need

it. And be faced with the problem. And in any practical

decisions, you don '.t--you take what you have. And if you

think you may find something that is better, you keep working

on that. But you don't stop with what you have. And the

decision to use it as I said before, was that there was nothing

better. The potential danger was great. Furthermore,
~~~V

Dr. &mOraaelIsi-falso said they used a very crude vaccine,

much more material on the Soviet troops, and he said they

had no effect. I think--they also, they made their mouse brain

vaccine for both Japanese encephalitis or Russian spring--

and Russian spring/summer encephalitis and by 1944, using

much more than the dosage that I had decided on, he said,

that it had been administered to approximately 200,000 human

beings without a single case of serious post vaccinal

complications or form of paralytic. So this was it. Of course

we had no way of knowing whether he was trustworthy or not.

But, we felt--whatever it was worth. At any rate, the Japanese

encephalitis vaccine was made from mouse brain, and it was
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available in case we needed it. There were many other problems.

In the laboratory, for example, we were able to

~ (?) RI~~1fV,r
it. Again, the conditions had to be studied very carefully.

I was convinced later, that when we did our own work--of course

the Russians had not developed any assay~ for this vaccine.

But if we prepared vaccines the way they did, we would have

no potency for it. But that was not the point at issues.

But when it came to be done on a large scale, and I think

it Sharpe and Dome who had particularly developed
.J;~ ~l.~.(

h"'<ti::-:IEe'rt±-:ld.-:~:l;.j,· .en technp~:s 0 f ton (? )

it didn't work. It lost its potency. There were all kinds of

headaches along the way.

Q You know, what fascinates me is really an enormous

effort to see if irradiating the virus would inactivate it

as well as the form ~

A Well there were many. things. Men dealt with form.
~It wasn't just taking form and nothing else. Variousother

methods were used to determine which is the best. And even

concentration and temperature and all--there are innumerous

details that require attention. That was selected because

it was the best. Irradiation was tried. It was no good.

A variety of things. But at any rate it could~ be

biphalised (?) J,pkJL~. so then there was a

question of how best to store it and ship it refrigerate it.

You couldn't freeze it. If you froze it would lose its potency.
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All these things you see have to be done with a view of how

will it have to be used in the field, for which it was made.

It wasn1t done as a theoretical exercise. And therefore you

had to visualize all of the things of how will it come down to

any possible field~. And you had to study those facts,

and those factors were studied. And finally, a method of

handling the vaccine--shipping it all the way from the United

States through Okinawa, through Japan, and holding it under

had been controlled by me. It had been controlled by the

battlefield conditions, and all other sorts--all that was

worked out. Well, as you know, shortly after the occupation

of Okinawa, it became a problem.
~~

Q Well, you know, there is a kind p~ because

as this is going on, Okinawa is invaded.

A Not as this is going on.

Q Alright.

A Long before this was going on. And this is a very

important point because the people who wait until things are

going on, have nothing. The people who anticipate-this is
~

what is called good planning anticipate properly and they have

things ready to go by air when it is needed--they are there.

They have something. So not while this was going on. This

went on long before we even knew when_ we would get to Okinawa.

By the time we got to Okinawa, the stuff had been made. It

National Institutes of Health. It had been given to workers

in the pharmaceutical companies. We studied their response
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to make sure what the young adults, such as soldiers, how they

would respond when we gave them this dosage. Duffy and I did

all those neutralizations. All of that was done beforehand.

This is a terribly important part. I was going to use a vulgar

expression.

Q Use it.

A Alright. It's called half-assed planning.

Q Good. Use it.

A Now the half-as sed work is allover the place in poor

planning in medical researchers and other things. And good

planning, in good military operations--not only for vaccine

or a thing like Japanese encephali,tis but for every other thing

if you do not do good planning before you are faced with a

situation, then you suffer the consequences later, you see.

And so, this really left an impression on me. I donv t; know

whether I learned this by being associated with the military
s,r~ I¢rvv

which came into good 9t&y ~ on. Or whether I was naturally
you see,

built with a military mind, you see. Because after all, I had

only what, four weeks<Jor so of officer training at Camp

Carlisle. But this has been part of my modus operandi in

every transition from knowledge--utilization knowledge to

action. The attempt at least to carry out good planning long

before you use something. And this is a very good example.

Because, when things happened on Okinawa, everything was ready.

Q Alright. Do you remember how you came to go to

Okinawa.
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A Very well. I will tell you what. In view of the

fact that I don't want to trust my memory altogether--

Q Read it. Just summarize.

A Alright. In answer to your question what happened.

In July. I forget now, I think Okinawa was first invaded

in April and May. And gradually by July there were about a

quarter of a million u.S. armed forces personnel, mostly army

some marines, se~bees on Okinawa poised for the expected

invasion of Japan. In several places, but Okinawa had a

quarter of a million men. Now, the armed forces on Okinawa
,(.

then suddenly were faced with an outbreak of encephal~tis ln

the civilian population. At least 80 cases and 22 deaths

occurred in the civilians between about 7 July and 30 July.

Well, one couldn't be sure. One could suspect that it was

Japanese encephalitis, but one couldn't be sure. And of
Sun~~

course, a certa~n general's office was anxious to take all

possible steps for the protection of the approximately a
~o~

quarter of a million men ~r there. The navy had a very

excellent research unit, naval medical research unit number 2.
N;kA.~4

I think it was called qmflul&ftGe 2. on Guam, under the command

of Captain Rivers, our old friend, Dr. Tom Rivers. And he

had some very good people with him. One of them was

Lieutenant Hodes. Horace Hodes, an old friend from the

Rockefeller Institute days. And there were assorted members

of the club. And they were close to it, and they were right

there on the job, and actually, towards the end of July, they
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had already done complement fixation tests because that is all

they were set up to do, and found changes in acute convalescent
fttA.&-

faGea sera on at least four of the civilian cases which strongly

suggested that it was Japanese encephalitis. But with a

complement fixation test, there is always the question whether

you may be dealing with a related agent, and not with the same
one.

But, at any rate, in view of this developing situation,
G'-v\

I received orders f~~6 July 1945 to proceed to Okinawa, and

I left actually on 26 July and arrived in Okinawa approximately

70 hours later. It took a long time and many stops. 30 July.

Q Now, before you go on, I understand that you stopped

A Well, 1--1 think that story is interesting, but before

at Guam, and there is a famous story that Dr. Rivers tells

about your stop at Guam. And I wonder if you would recount
that story as you remember it.

I start on my trip, you just don't put on your trench coat--

in summer. It was a question of not a trench coat or whatever.

I had to prepare myself to go, not with my bare hands and my

brain cells but to be able to do things to determine what was

the cause of that encephalitis. And I didn't expect to find

nice out-bred susceptible mice. And I didn't expect to find

any instruments there. There was a war going on there in a

primitive land. So, I actually packed up and took with me

everything that I would need to do my own autopsies; I brought

my own mice. I brought my own rea~ent syringes. I brought a
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little laboratory with me. So that whether I would have to

set it up in a tent or whatever, I wouldn't have to sit around

and wait until the epidemic was over and say, can you send me

this, can you send me that. This is again, is forward planning.

And that makes a difference. And that is why, perhaps in a

sense, and I donlt know why. When I say that--and I am very

modest--but because I did that, I was able to isolate the

virus and identify very quickly while as the naval medical

research units wi ttlall its wonderful.facilities and very

wonderful people was able to make contributions by serological

tests, but there was no virus. We didn't even know at that

time whether all viruses of Japanese encephalitis were similar.

We had no way of knowing whether the virus that was occuring

if it was Japanese ~ encephalitis on Okinawa, would be

antigenically similar to the one for which we made a vaccine.

So obviously, in my planning and preparation, one of the

first things I would have to determine is whether if I isolated

a virus, it would be the same as the one for which we had
vaccine.

Because we had it in the back of our mindsprepared
~J:4QrodeHl:p~ef'sstatement that there-was ~~ccines that were-~

viruses, Japanese viruses that were different and related

to Russian spring/summer which later of course, turned out

to be wrong. But at that time, we had no way of knowing. So

it wasn't enough to do the complement fixation tests. Well,

at any rate, I spent a lot of time before I left preparing

myself and with many boxes and refrigerated things--and not

----- --------~- - ----- - - -----------------
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only mice but containers to keep them in. ~ell, at any rate--

I gave it all.

Q How was it on the trip?
~A I came ~1 I brought my own mice--enough, not only

for isolation but to do identification tests and all sorts of

things. Well, going down this way, we had to make many stops

in those days, you see. It took about three days to get there.

And with the dateline, I didn't arrive until July 30th. But

one of the stop overs, late at night, to refuel, on the way

to Okinawa was Guam. Now I am going to answer your question.

Now, Dr. Rivers and I had been friends for many years.

He had done many wonderful things for me. I was tremendously

indebted because ever since I was knee high to a grasshopper

who was responsible for my going to the Lister Institute in

'34, and all the things. And besides, the people in that

naval medical research unit were members of the club. Some

seniors, some juniors, some contemporaries. So naturally,

since I knew they were on the ground and had done certain

things, and since it takes time to get information--and in

a battle area--and I know we didn't have anything. I wasn't

over. And I didn't know whom else to call during the period.

Quick. I had very short time because quick Major, they said,

you get on--or I was a colonel by that time. You get on

this plane. We are going to take off. You haven't got much

time. So I would try to get through a field phone to Dr.

Rivers.
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He was already asleep. Well, he was not very pleased

to be awakened, in spite of everything. I am told by our

mutual friends he became suddenly very G.I. about you know,

rank and everything else. And he was annoyed that I telephoned

him. And besides, as my recollection serves me, it isn't
I)u,,~ IFV.HJ

very good--t:11-i-slanguage that Tom Rivers used. "What the

hell did B.J. send you out here for anyway? We've got the

problem under control. We've got everything solved. We

don't need any help." I said, "Captain Rivers, I take orders.

I was ordered to come out here to do a job, and I merely want

to find out what is the latest information that you have so

that I can do my job as quickly as possible. Besides, it's

not a matter just of army/navy. There are more army people

than there are navy people on Okinawa.' And besides we .are

old friends and we should work together." At any time I
&v\. """had to get ~ a plane and go. Well, Tom Rivers the wonderful

guy that he was with all sorts of other things. I could tell
C~

that story but I had no respect for elders. ~ in the

middle of the night. Early and others subsequent encounters.

But, the main purpose really of my mission was to supply

the surgeons of the various commands in the area with all

the available information concerning encephalitis in this

particular geographic area. Because, in the process, I had

of course prepared myself to know everything that there was

to be known. And they had many other problems. So my job

was to provide them with this information.
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It was to advise them on methods of control with special

reference to the vaccine which had been manufactured for the

Army, and Navy, during the past year. Things were ready long

before the problem came up. And incidentally, to carry out

investigations on the cause, the epidemiology of the disease,

collect data and information which might prove useful--useful
Cv

in future years. It wasn't pae transitory operation.

NoW, I found when I got there that mosquito control
~I(

measures, incidentally was the experience of my life.

Q What was Okinawa like?

A It was a sea of mud. This is all I remember. The jeeps

being stuck in the mud. I know there were some cities that

were destroyed, but I never saw any~. All I knew was

muddy roads and tanks. It was an area of preparation for

operations. And actually there were periods of rain apparently~.s
before that were followed by periods of dryness, ~ were very

conducive to the development of mosquitoes. And when I arrived,

there were some more rains. And then of course, as I discovered

later from interviews i~'s those rains--and this is early August--

are again follewed by periods of dryness so you have another

burst of mosquitoes. And if they are infected, if this was

indeed the kind of encephalitis it was, transmitted by

mosquitoes, you could expect many more cases. Sometimes

you can expect these outbreaks on Okinawa in October. It

depends on the rains, you see. What you have the rice fields.

What you have places for mosquitoes breed.
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So when I arrived, I found that mosquito control

measures had already been intensified against a~x ~~

and ~s~ varieties, which were
considered to be, on the basis of earlier Japanese work,

potential vectors of this disease and this was started as

soon as the first cases of encephalitis were recorded.

Q Were there aDY virologists on the island before you
carne?

A No. Because some had corne from the navy from Guam

and gotten specimens and taken them back. So at the time
~that I came, there weren't any_ Although Dr. Downs who Y-s

the preventive officer, had worked in virology before. But
~there was nobody working on this as such. Later on, Dr. L~

Thomas carne over from Mandol and we worked together.

Now, af the time that I arrived approximately 800 to

1000 military government personnel who were operating in the

civilian areas where the cases were occuring had been

vaccinated already, before my arrival, with vaccine thar~as

sent in by the Army about 15 July--between 15 July and 20 July.

That is, about seven to ten days after the first cases had

been reported. And incidentally I think on the same plane

that I was corning, I don't remember now, there were many

refrigerated boxes with a hell of a lot of vaccine with me,

being flown in at the same time.

When the number of civilian cases continued to

increase, and a certain number of probable and suspected

- - - - - -- ---------------------------
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cases of encephalitis had been diagnosed among military

personnel now, the question of vaccinating military personnel

was again considered. Because up until that time it was just

military government personnel working in very close association

with civilians where the cases were occuring. But many of the

military were of course away from civilian areas. But the

question arose whether or not military personnel should be

vaccinated and it was considered at a meeting that was held

on I August, actually two days after I landed. I was

weakened by the--. the grass growing. There wasn't any,

much grass on the island anyw¥y (?)

And it was attended, this meeting was attended by representatives

of the various commands on Okimawa. The decision reached at

this meeting was to vaccinate as many of the military personnel

as the available supply of vaccine will permit, giving the

highest priority to units irrespective of service, stationed

in known foci of infection. That is, in close proximity of

areas where civilian cases were occurring. Mosquitoes have

a flight range of a mile, two miles and so on. At that time,

we didn't quite know what the source of the virus was

Whether it had to corne from infected humans~ Actually humans

are not a very important source. We didn't know then. Now

this decision was largely based on the consideration that it

was not wise to gamble on the chance that very few cases of
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death would occur among the military personnel. Or to rely

entirely on the mosquito control measures. Everything was

very carefully weighed and considered. Because there were

many other things to do i~~ddenlY start a mass vaccination

program. Mind you, this is August. It is long before
N~

Hiroshima and ~ has happened.

Q And they are still fighting there on the island,

right?

A I think right now it wasn't finished yet on the

north ground. For various reasons the execution of this

decision that was made on August 1st was delayed for

at least about a week. During which time, during this

week, during the delay, a number of definite Army cases

were reported and the first fatality in an American soldier

occurred. By the end of Aug~st the records of the medical

depot indicated that sufficient Japanese encephalitis vaccine

had been distributed to vaccinate approximately 82,000

individuals. And because of the great mobility of units on

the island, and the multiple services and commands involved,

the exact data did not become available until later, but

finally the data indicated that approximately 75,000 were

vaccinated. Vaccination, however, was limited to units

stationed north of Ishikawa. Ishikawa is a sort of

settlement at the waist. Okinawa has a waist. North--

it divides it north and south. And let me see, so only

those units got it. And there were therefore 175,000 south

------1

I
I
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of this line that didn't get it. And I think almost everybody

got--about 75,000 probably got it in~ha~ area. And there was

no instance of post vaccinal r~en~halopathY that occured.

Q Were you worried about that?

A Of course. It was always a worry. I would like to

point out at this stage things which are not really foreign.

There were a number of things that I was doing. There is

number 1, I set up the tents which was a laboratory, north

it was on a beach in an area near a hospital--a civilian

hospital where there were cases of it. Thirty some odd

cases, mostly kids with severe encephalitis. I had never
seen Japanese encephalitis before. And I am also a clinician,

so I wanted to study this clinically. And I wanted to do any

fatal cases, I wanted to do the autopsy myself, sterily,

which I had learned. And as a matter of fact, there was a

death and I did it immediately after my arrival. And I did

isolate virus. And I did identify--we did prove that it was

caused by the same strain as we used for production of the

vaccine. Because the strain that I isolated from a fatal

case, this was a civilian, was completely neutralized by a

specific anti serum that I prepared with the strain of virus.

Q Was this the original strain that Margaret Smith had
sent you in Nakayama?

A In Nakayama, yes. And then of course, while doing this,

I also had to participate in organizing the different military

units of how to get on with this vaccination campaign. You know,

-~- -- -- ---- --------------------
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doing about 75,000; it's not an easy thing. And I had many

work. It wasn't easy. It was an extraordinary, extraordinary

meetings to get the surgeons, battalion surgeons and others.

And the organization was good. I would travel and at that

time, there was still groups of Japanese that were so
'(;)~.

guerrillas hanging out and so I was issued a ~ley 145

pistol I carried f0~ my own protection and a carbine. I

will relate an incident about that later. Because basically,

after a while, you see, I had my own jeep. I didn't have a

driver, and I had to drive through all sorts of wild areas.

Well, at any rate,'I was deeply involved in the actual

planning for the mass vaccination and working with medical

off~cers in the field, as well as in the laboratory work,

clinical work, autopsy work, and I can tell you the climate

on Okinawa at that time was such that when I got up from my

cot in the tent, which was on a beach, I went to the toilet.

I was already dripping sweat, and this was at 6:30 or so in

the morning. And of course, you wa shedt i.n your helmet. And

you shaved and then you would go and have a quick breakfast

and go to work just dripping, and by the time you were in

working, you were just dripping and you wore an Army khaki

shirt and pretty soon you get into the tent, stripping and

experience.
I think that at least by the ninth of September. Now

let me get a quick view of it. Which is about a month after

_________________ . -......J
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much of the vaccination had already been done. See there was

a delay, we had the meeting August 1st, and there was a delay

of a week, more things happened. By August 8th, 9th, lOth,

et cetera, things were moving along. But by the 9th of

Septenillerwhen it appeared that the outbreak was perhaps in

its terminal declining phase, there were 123 civilian ,cases

with 30 deaths, had been detected on the mainland and the

adjacent islands of Juangsa and Hanahika

but there was good rea~n to believe that the number of

civilian cases found on the mainland or Okinawa represented

only a small fraction of the total since the natives were

inclined to hide their sick and secretly ~ their death.

On the islands of Juangsa and Hanahika,

which are very close to Okinawa, small islands where careful

check was possible--small population. The incidence of the

disease was 1 in 200 of the total population; one in 300
~

was respectively the two islands, with a mortality rate,

of those who got s~~k was 30% during the period of all that

got sick died. During the same period. That is by September 9,

there were 25 definite and 5 suspected cases of encephalitis

reported among military personnel. Of these 25 definite and

5 suspects, 2 died. One was a soldier, and one a marine.

So that here also you have about a 10% perhaps or less than

10%--much less than in the children. And all but three of

the cases--that is the 30. All but three occured among

unvaccinated individuals. This is armed forces personnel.
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And of the three cases in vaccinated individuals, they were

very mild. And two of these, the interval between onset and

the vaccination was so short that to suggest that the vaccine

was given during the incubation period of the disease.

The specific diagnosis in these cases at that time

still had~t0 be established because sera were collected and

it was ultimately established that this was indeed the disease.

Of course we will never know really whether the vaccine

protected or not. Subsequently, many years later, not many

years later, although it was started in 1946 and carried on

after I left by Colonel Tigert who remained, data were obtained

very slowly through controls of vaccinated and non-vaccinated

which indicated that the vaccine had stopped it. But even so,

the catastrophic possibilities were visualized probably would

not have occurred. Now, it is quite possible that if there

hadn't been the vaccination, there would have been more deaths,

more cases. But, probably not on the catastrophic scale which

was imagined.
Q Were you joined by other virologists after you were on

the island?
A Well, after I was' on ~he island, there was--his name

escapes me.
~)t-1M

Q Did Hf'Inlme=r come out?

A Yes, but that was for entomology, and something else

later. But the man who, excuse me while I memory
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After a while, Dr. Louis Thomas, from Danville (?)

came on the island and actually we shared a tent on the northern

part of Okinawa, on the sea. And towards the end, although we

had no time to catch mosquitoes, we got some specimens, I

requested through Dr. Hammon~ and Dr. Reeves from the Hooper

Foundation in California who had great experience in studying

epidemiology of particular insects and trapping ineects. I

had flying insects. I asked that they be sent out. And they

came. But by the time they came they couldn't find any

mosquitoes, it had been two weeks. But that is another story.

But basically, I spent about five weeks or so before I knew

I had to report to the Philippines, working p~edominantly

alone, much of that was recorded because of the signal corps

abservers team, and they made movies of the locale, of the

sick patients, of their examinations, and autopsies, the work

in the lab, and this is one of the historic novies that

the Army medical school, Walter Reed Institute of Research

have been shown for many years. My hair was still dark at

the time. I've turned white only later.

There was another interesting experiences, experience

because they shot about 70,000 feet of film, which was a

headache subsequently to reduce to something meaningful.

But it was one of the most interesting and meaningful

experiences of my life, considering that I started several

years back preparing for it, working in the laboratory,

finally in the field. And then of course, it was to be

continued subsequently in the past.
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Now I want to mention this. That laboratory investigations

were carried out by members of the naval medical research unit

and myself. They were also collecting specimens, which I said,

Dr. Hammond and Reeves came later, at the end of August.

Now, I summarized what my own investigations--what--

Let me see the sheet.

Q Go ahead.

A First, the isolation of a highly virulent virus from

the brain of 'a fatal civilian case and its identification by

means of a neutralization test from mice that I had brought

with me as Japanese bee encephalitis virus immunologically

identical as I indicated a while ago, with a strain of virus

used in production of vaccine for the army and navy.

Second, neutralization tests on convalescent sera

yielded additional evidence that this virus was operating

out and out.

Third, acute in convalescent specimens of sera were

collected on all the military cases where the clinical

diagnosis of encephalitis and the serological tests required

to establish the specific diagnosis were subsequently to be

done in my laboratory. No virus was demonstrable in blood

or cerebral spinal fluid of any of the civilian and military

cases tested. The small number of virus tests on purely

exqlJ;nct quisontheoseosi~

which was the predominant mosquito in the area, but I was

still able to catch with the help of our man Downs, and some
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sanitary corps officers who were on hand, and tested mites

picked off birds, yielded negative results. This is how I

used treaseveral hundred mice that I brought with me. But

further work on this aspect of the problem was then carried
out by Hammon#' and Dr. Reeves, rp::.-inami~

and then subsequently in Japan by myself.

The history of~~ncephalitis on Okinawa as it

was obtained from intelligent native physicians was an

interesting one as I got it. 'It indicated that the disease

was endemic on the island. Occurring yearly, with an

incidence of about 5 to 10 thousand. Although there had

been years when the incidence was as high as 17 to 10 thousand.

I will have to check on this hypothesis that it was occuring

annually, collected blood from about 60 natives representang

six different age groups, without any history of encephalitis

and from various domestic animals with antibody tests against

this virus. The fact that on Okinawa encephalitis affected

predominantly infants and children, and in contrast to the

predominantly older age groups attacks most epidemics in most

of Japan, fitted this endemic hypothesis. Practically the

results would mean that as regards strangers on the island

like the Americans, coming in, the Okinawa encephalitis

probably had no special predilection for only the children,

you see--the army would take anybody. And members of the

naval medical research unit number two, had established the

development of complement fixing antibodies for Japanese

'-'----- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - ._--------------- --------
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wJ'h
encephalitis virus in civilian patients throtlgh clinical

diagnosis of encephalitis. Now, I couldn1t do any e6mplement

fixation tests. We didn1t even have any sheep cells.

A No sheep on the island, see. But they had a sheep

on Guam.

Q Yes. I have to change the tape.

A Alright.

END OF TAPE


